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1. Introduction 

Language standardization has been an important area of inquiry in socio-

linguistics and language policy and planning (LPP) research. Earlier, 

standardization was seen as a tool of promoting invariance and homoge-

neity by “the suppression of optional variability in language”1 (Milroy & 

Milroy 1999: 6; Milroy 2001). Now it is increasingly seen as a political 

matter, contributing to “more (and hierarchical) heterogeneity” by ex-

cluding some users (Gal 2006: 171; Lane 2015). Our main objective is to 

explore which linguistic and extra-linguistic arguments are used in 

graphization debates by language activists and minority speakers within 

the context of competing standards. The research questions include how 

graphization choices were legitimated by language activists in the late 

1980s, and how users have adopted a dominant orthography since then. 

Our study focuses on the standardization of Võro, a heritage lan-

guage spoken mostly in South Estonia. It is a collateral language to stand-

ard Estonian, traditionally regarded as one of the four South Estonian 

dialects, the other three being Mulgi, Tartu, and Seto. The Tartu variety 

had a somewhat privileged position in the 18th and 19th centuries as it 

formed a basis for the only literary variety of South Estonian; nowadays it 

is almost extinct. Now Võro is the most spoken and cultivated South Es-

tonian variety. There has been vigorous debate about the new literary 

standard of Võro, which offers an interesting insight to arguments used in 

standardizing a minority language. 

After presenting the theoretical and socio-historical context of the 

case study, we will review graphization projects for the South Estonian 

 
1 Italics in original. 
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variety of Võro. Considered as a first step of corpus planning, graphiza-

tion – the selection of graphemes to represent phonemes – provides or-

thography for previously unwritten languages (Kaplan & Baldauf 1997: 

40). We also explore how native Võro-speaking orthographers, who can 

also be profiled as language activists, discursively construct the potential 

user base of the new standard – and by extension potentially restrict who 

might belong to this user base. Language activists are defined as policy 

actors who self-identify as the members of a (minorized) ethno-linguistic 

group and actively seek social or legal recognition for that language 

and/or its speakers. While language planning involves a number of pro-

ductive and receptive goals (cf. Hornberger 1994; Baldauf 2006;  

Ferguson 1968), our focus is on graphization and attempts to legitimate 

and standardize orthographies. 

We present the positions of both those in favour of and those op-

posed to the one-to-one representation of Võro-specific sounds, the core 

issue of the debate. Moreover, as researchers, we have ourselves been 

engaged in the debate for almost two decades, as either participants or 

observers. LPP studies form an interdisciplinary context for this research, 

which is also informed by ethnographic, sociolinguistic, and discourse 

analytic research methods. 

2. Key issues in standardization research: why 

standardize, whose standard? 

Standard language is regarded as a high prestige variety contributing to 

easier communication and better social cohesion (Haugen 1966; Spolsky 

2009). Because of greater prestige, and perhaps because of graphocen-

trism, which privileges writing over speaking (Blommaert 2004), stand-

ardization has also been implemented as a measure for the revitalization 

and maintenance of oral and minoritized languages over the last 40 years 

(cf. ethnic mobilization). No matter whether standardization is imple-

mented in majority or minority settings, each standard synthesizes choic-

es of particular people with authority beyond that of a speaker (Raag 

2008: 12)2. Moreover, the standard language is often targeted at an ideal 

type of user; the native speaker is a typical reference point in (applied) 

 
2 Italics are ours. 
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linguistics (Davies 2003). Inevitably, standardization may create different 

types of non-users who have various reasons to resist or reject the new 

standard (Lane 2015: 270). Non-users might include both native and 

non-native speakers with varying exposure to or command of the lan-

guage. Seen as a technology for (re-)producing a language, the workings 

of a standard may be better understood through observation of the culti-

vation of new standards (Lane et al. 2017). In the case of older, socially 

and institutionally embedded standards, standardization choices are of-

ten path-dependent and taken for granted by ethnolinguistic communi-

ties as the best options. For example, some graphemes may become in-

ternalized by speakers to such an extent that further reforms face opposi-

tion and heated public debates, as witnessed in the 1996 German orthog-

raphy reform or after enforcing orthographic rectifications in France in 

2015 (Johnson 2002; Drackley 2019). 

In Haugen’s revised model (1983), planning language form in-

volves decision (selection, status planning) and standardization proce-

dures (codification, corpus planning). The latter has to do with establish-

ing norms by producing normative (prescriptive) dictionaries, grammar, 

and orthography, but both are “just two sides of one and the same coin” 

(Fishman 2006: 17). Corpus planning has some purely linguistic aspects, 

but its underlying principles are extralinguistic, mostly social (e.g., pur-

ism, prestige, nationalism; for an outline see Kaplan & Baldauf 1997: 38). 

The graphization process may lead to the creation of orthography as a set 

of norms and regulations involving varied elements including punctua-

tion and capitalization, but most importantly, the symbols or graphemes 

used for writing. Decisions must be made, for example, regarding wheth-

er to use phonetism, i.e., one-to-one correspondence between phonemes 

(sounds) and graphemes (symbols, letters). A standard should be linguis-

tically grounded, teachable, easy to reproduce, and acceptable to all 

stakeholders, but these roughly scientific, educational, technical, and po-

litical aspects are often in conflict (Cahill & Karan 2008; Seifart 2006). 

Furthermore, various groups may have competing motivations for ad-

vancing a language and representing it in a certain way (Grenoble & 

Whaley 2006: 138). 

In the past, up through most of the 20th century, developing a 

writing system was mostly a technical matter of assigning a letter to each 
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phoneme; (critical) scholarship on the sociolinguistics of scripts and or-

thographies did not gain momentum until the 1990s (Sebba 2012). 

3. Standardization of Estonian and its impact on the 

status of Võro 

Modern Estonian was formed as a result of long-lasting contacts and the 

integration of varieties of early Finnic. The process involved the conver-

gence and divergence of Estonian varieties3 and a late modern era shift to 

South Estonian-North Estonian bilingualism, leading to North-

Estonianization in south-eastern Estonia (Viitso 2007). Similarly to other 

standard languages, literary Estonian was born as an ecclesiastical lan-

guage at “a nexus of technology (literacy), reason, and faith and as a pro-

ject of multiple conversion: of pagan to Christian, of speech to writing, 

and of the alien to the comprehensible” (Ross 2008; Errington 2001: 21). 

For example, the needs of German-speaking clergy, the then-new speak-

ers of Estonian, were highlighted in the 17th and 18th century graphiza-

tion debates regarding literary Estonian. Furthermore, in the develop-

ment of Modern Standard Estonian, the cultivation of two written varie-

ties, named after two (later provincial) centres, Tallinn and Tartu (North 

and South Estonian, respectively), is of particular importance. Those 

were developed by German-speaking priests according to the Lutheran 

doctrine of disseminating the Scriptures in the vernacular and were used 

from the 17th to the 19th century, when Modern Standard Estonian finally 

took shape at the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th century 

(Raag 1999: 22; Raag 2010). With the translation and publication of the 

whole Bible in 1739, North Estonian gained momentum. This was further 

accelerated by the bigger pool of authors and publishers and potential 

readership. However, neither of the written varieties was fully institu-

tionalized due to limited social integration and ethnic mobilization. While 

the first attempt to unify literary varieties was made in 1780, the single 

 
3 Since the Northern (Livonian) crusades in the 13th century, the contact of (both 
North and South) Estonian with (first Low, then High) German has been strong 
until the mid-1880s. While there were also other, more temporary, administra-
tive languages over the centuries, such as Latin, Swedish, Polish, and Russian, 
German functioned as the official language in Russia’s Baltic provinces (for de-
tails see Kamusella 2009). 
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modern standard was established with the orthographic reform of the 

1860s–1870s and took hold with the institutionalization of language 

planning in 1872 (Raag 1999). By the early 20th century, the Tartu-based 

(southern) written language was gradually disappearing (cf. Laanekask & 

Ross 2008). 

The modernization and nation- and standard-building of the late 

19th century brought about the unwelcome position of dialectal, colloqui-

al, or otherwise marginalized speech in the Estonian state between the 

wars of the 20th century. The Soviet era (1944–1991) LPP further con-

tributed to homogenized use of Estonian. The most intensive decades of 

language shift for Võro occurred in the 1960–1980s (Brown & Koreinik 

2019). To describe the political stance toward varieties such as Võro, 

which were neither mandated nor banned in Estonian schools, the term 

“benign neglect” has been used (Brown 2017: 187)4. Standard Estonian, 

as a language of instruction in Estonian-medium schools for most of the 

20th century, also shaped how any further standardization and graphiza-

tion efforts were adopted. Generations of South Estonian speakers had 

been schooled in the correct usage of Standard Estonian. Schooling fur-

ther accelerated the contact of Võro with Standard Estonian and has had 

an enduring effect on the Võro-speaking community. Standardization has 

a profound effect on speech community as a technology of the self  

(Foucault 1988): linguistic features that have been “right” become seen 

as “wrong”. 

Age-based variation confirms the intensifying language shift: 

those born before 1935 can be profiled as L1 speakers of Võro who ac-

quired Standard Estonian at local elementary school; those born between 

1935 and 1960 can be positioned as balanced bilinguals who differ radi-

cally from the oldest group by demonstrating signs of interference; and 

finally, speakers born after 1960, largely L1 speakers of Estonian, show 

great variation in their command of Võro; their Estonian is more versatile 

and used for abstract, out-of-home topics (Org et al. 1994: 206). On  

 
4 Though Estonian as the medium of instruction was established already by the 
decree of Provisional Government in 1918, it did not rule out of the use of ver-
naculars at school. However, there were a number of LPP actors, such as school 
inspectors, counsellors and teachers who had their role in the homogenization of 
Estonian (see also Lõbu 2005). 
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Fishman’s (1991) GIDS Võro is positioned as moving from Stage 6 (“some 

intergenerational use”) to Stage 7 (“only adults beyond child-bearing age 

speak the language”) (Ehala 2006)5. Nevertheless, according to the 2011 

housing and population census in Estonia, passive or active Võro-

Estonian bilingualism was self-reported by 75,000 permanent residents 

of Estonia, the majority of whom, though, reside in urban centres outside 

the language area (Koreinik & Tender 2013). 

Since the 1990s, in addition to homogenization driven by Stand-

ard Estonian, the variation of spoken Võro has been subjected to another 

standard-induced change, originating in the standardization of Võro. The 

debate about standardization and graphization has taken place among at 

least three groups: L1 Võro speakers who have acquired Standard Esto-

nian at school, L1 Standard Estonian speakers who have learned Võro 

later or simultaneously with Standard Estonian, and Estonian speakers 

who have no active command of Võro. Not all of them are in an equally 

authoritative position over decision-making, or for voicing their opinions 

in public. Literacy in Võro, the ability to read and write, is also a socio-

culturally constructed phenomenon, is not evenly distributed within 

those groups. While the average scores for both reading and writing were 

lower than for understanding and speaking, writing skills were rated 

significantly lower than reading skills (Koreinik et al. 2013). 

4. Major differences between Võro South Estonian and 

(Standard) Estonian 

Võro differs from (Standard) Estonian in several aspects. Based on com-

parison of pronunciation, morphology, and basic vocabulary, Pajusalu 

(1999) demonstrates that only about a fifth of Võro overlaps with Estoni-

an. However, most comparisons of Võro and Estonian contrast spoken 

Võro recorded in the mid-20th century with Standard or contemporary 

Estonian; recent variation in Võro is often ignored in both language de-

scription and planning. With a few exceptions (Lindström 1997; Iva 

2002; Pajusalu 2015; Lindström et al. 2021; Pilvik et al. 2021), up-to-date 

usage-based research on Võro is rare. 

 
5 Another tool for assessing language vitality, EuLaViBar, places Võro between 
“ongoing language shift” and “severely endangered” (Koreinik et al. 2013a). 
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Regarding the lexicon, Koponen (1998) identifies 19,000 South 

Estonian stems not used in North Estonian. However, due to intense lan-

guage contact and social demands for language modernization, loan-

words are adopted from common Estonian. The intensity of the contact 

can also be seen from adapting Estonian basic vocabulary to the morpho-

phonological system of Võro, e.g., õdõ ‘sister’ (cf. Standard Estonian õde, 

Võro sõsar), uuõstõ ~ uvvõstõ ‘again’ (cf. Standard Estonian uuesti, Võro 

vahtsõst, jälkiq). 

We have also repeatedly observed that some Võro words are of-

ten perceived as belonging to the neighbouring language variant of Seto. 

For example, when a Võro-speaking shopkeeper explained why Hõbõnöps 

(< hõbõ + nöps) ‘silver button’ was used instead of Võro Hõpõnöps on a 

sign in the store, her argument was that she spoke Võro, not Seto. How-

ever, the form hõbõ is influenced by Standard Estonian hõbe. Võro speak-

ers generally differentiate themselves from Setos as the Orthodox Setos 

were subjected to othering (Kalkun 2011). 

There are also significant differences in grammar between Võro 

and Standard Estonian. For example, both languages have syntactic nega-

tion (cf. Dahl 1979; Miestamo 2007: 553–554), formed by the negation 

particle and the verb, e.g., Est ei söö and Võro ei süüq ‘I, you, (s)he, we, 

you, they don’t eat’. However, the Võro negation particle ei has the coun-

terpart es in the past tense (e.g., es süü ‘I, you, (s)he, we, you, they didn’t 

eat’), whereas in Standard Estonian the uninflected form ei is used in 

both the present and past tense. Unlike Standard Estonian, the Võro nega-

tion marker can occur in either pre- or post-verbal position, or in both 

positions with double negation (cf. Lindström 1997; Lindström et al. 

2021; Pilvik et al. 2021), e.g., ei süü ~ süü ei ~ ei süü ei. 

In the next section, to provide linguistic background for the anal-

ysis of graphization discourse, we focus on language features which are 

1) important for graphization (see also Table 1), and 2) in conflict with 

the Standard Estonian orthography which most users of Võro have been 

taught at school. 
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4.1. Why care about one-to-one correspondences? Specific 
linguistic properties of Võro 

Võro makes use of certain phonemes not present in Standard Estonian. Of 

central interest are the glottal stop (often marked as <q>), and extensive 

palatalization6. All consonants but one (the glottal stop) can be palatal-

ized (cf. in Estonian all alveolars but one). Most importantly, both the 

glottal stop and palatalization have also grammatical functions in Võro: 

for example, the former, among other things, can mark the plural (e.g., 

puu ‘tree’, puuq ‘trees’), while the latter marks the past tense of third per-

son singular in some verb types (e.g., timä laul ‘(s)he sings’, timä laul´ 

‘(s)he sang’). Note, however, that there are other, parallel, options for 

marking the past tense of these verbs, (e.g., timä laulõ ~ laulsõ  

‘(s)he sang’). 

The orthographic marking of the glottal stop has produced heated 

discussions among speakers and non-speakers even outside the commu-

nity of practice. In its maximal realization, the glottal stop can occur in 

the end of the terminative, comitative, and ablative cases; it also occurs in 

imperative and conditional moods, and infinitival, participial, and  

negative forms. In addition to these grammatical contexts, it occurs at the 

end of some lexemes, e.g., personal pronouns (maq, ‘I’, saq ‘you’, miiq ‘we’, 

tiiq ‘you’), adverbs (eeläq ‘yesterday’, siiäq ‘here’), and nouns (läteq ‘ 

well; spring’). When followed by a vowel, in spoken language, it is  

often unpronounced. 

Alongside the unrounded (illabial) mid vowel õ ([ɤ]), which is 

typical of all Southern Finnic languages, another unrounded but higher 

vowel y ([ɨ]) also occurs in Võro. It has an important role in the vowel 

system: in Võro, vowels are high when they are either overlong or in pre-

nasal position (e.g., suut´ ‘pond.NOM’: soodi ‘pond.GEN’; kynd′ma ‘walk.INF’). 

However, [ɨ] alone never differentiates the meaning. 

In addition, there is vowel harmony in Võro, a characteristic 

found in most Finnic languages but lost in Standard Estonian (Laanest 

1982: 129–130). Some diphthongs used in Võro are non-existent in Esto-

nian (e.g., äü, öü), e.g., Võro köüds, Est köis ‘rope’. While these diphthongs 

and vowel harmony are incompatible with Standard Estonian, they can 

 
6 Similarly to Estonian, palatalization is contrastive in Võro, for example 
differentiating vaśk ‘calf’ and vask´ ‘copper’. 
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easily be marked by means of the Estonian alphabet (unlike the glottal 

stop and [ɨ]). Another discussion was about how to mark retracted e [ǝ] 

at the end of a word: whether it should be marked with e or õ. The mark-

ing also reflects vowel harmony in Võro: if there is a back vowel in the 

initial syllable of a stem, it is mostly marked with õ, e.g., truksalõ ‘vigor-

ously, briskly’, cf. words with a front vowel in the initial syllable, e.g., 

tsärehele ‘hotly, passionately’. 

In conclusion, the liveliest discussion has arisen around linguistic 

properties which are either absent from Estonian or are used differently 

(cf. also Raag 2010: 140–143). 

4.2. How Võro resists the Standard Estonian orthography 

The social recognition and reception of Võro orthography is influenced by 

Estonian status and corpus planning in general, especially by some spe-

cific orthographic and lexico-grammatical choices. To graphize Võro, all 

options proposed by orthographer-activists remained between two ex-

tremes: 1) maximally highlighting the differences between Standard Es-

tonian and Võro by graphization and orthography, or 2) matching the 

new graphic representation with that of Standard Estonian. In this sec-

tion, we give examples of the orthography of Standard Estonian being 

transferred to written Võro. 

Võro has a number of properties which do not correspond to the 

Standard Estonian orthography. For example, the affricate /ts/, subjected 

to quantity alternation, is graphized by either ts or ds. As a phoneme in 

Võro without a graphemic representation7, /ts/ is differentiated from the 

consonant cluster /ts/ of Standard Estonian (Lippus 2005). According to 

the Standard Estonian orthography, the sequence ds represents incorrect 

spelling, yet it reflects the language system of Võro, e.g., mudsu ‘mind’. It 

may be that users tend to avoid it in written Võro because of the Standard 

Estonian orthography acquired at school. For example, in a submission to 

Uma Leht (8 December 2015), the proof editor corrected the contribu-

tor’s original lõõtsamäng to lõõdsamäng ‘concertina music’. Examples like 

this demonstrate that people transfer the rules/norms of writing Estoni-

an to Võro as well. 

 
7 Earlier, the affricate was marked for example with c, e.g., cirk ‘bird’ (or, 
following the German tradition, by z (zirk ‘bird’). 
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Another misalignment is with compound words. In Standard Es-

tonian these constitute a single unit, and only the main part of the word 

(the last component of the compound word) is inflected; in Võro both the 

attributive part and the head are inflected: e.g., Est sügavkülm ‘deep 

freezer’ (lit. ‘deep+cold’): sügavkülma ‘deep-freezer.ILL’ and Võro 

sükävkülm ‘deep-freezer’: sügävähekülmä ‘deep-freezer.ILL’ (lit. 

deep:ILL+cold.ILL’). According to the Standard Estonian norms, an adjec-

tive and a noun that both inflect are written separately. Hence, some 

people tend to write uninflected words as one unit, but inflected words as 

two units, in Võro as well. However, in some cases the meaning changes 

when an inflected compound word is written as two words: cf.  

vannaimmä ‘grandmother.PRT’ ‘grandmother’, but vanna immä ‘old.PRT 

mother.PRT’ ‘old mother’. 

5. The cultivation of the new Standard: The Võro 

Movement and its agenda 

Three groups of participants have been identified in the voluntary stage 

of language management: “the activists who are would-be managers, the 

other speakers of the target language (and of other languages) that they 

wish to enlist or persuade to join them, and the established authority 

they would like to take over the task of management” (Spolsky 2009: 

184–185). Since the late 1980s, with the national re-awakening in Esto-

nia, a group of Võro speakers took up the mission of reversing the lan-

guage shift from Estonian-Võro bilingualism to Estonian monolingualism. 

Simultaneously, the revival of a Tartu-based literary language was har-

nessed as a writing tradition for the Võro-speaking area (Raag 2010). The 

impetus for language activism came from the general liberalization of 

society following the disintegration of the Soviet Union, incl. the plurali-

zation of language ideologies (cf. Hennoste 1999). A group of activist 

speakers soon came to be labelled as the Võro Movement, which was po-

sitioned as a heritage preservationist, cultural-regionalist collective ac-

tion challenging both political centralism and Estonian linguistic authori-

tarianism (Kansui 1999; Raag 1999, 2010). Some of the language activism 

was channelled into the establishment of a state (funded) research and 

development institution, the Võro Institute (VI) (est. 1995). On the one 
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hand, VI functions as the institutional home of language activism, and on 

the other hand, it also operates as a state-funded research and develop-

ment institution responsible for both linguistic research and LPP. But, as 

is common for minorized (oral) varieties, none of the policy actors have 

“explicitly-recognized hegemony over the definition of the community’s 

norm” (Silverstein 1996: 285–286); neither did the VI. Its activities also 

remained at odds with the Estonian language laws (1995, 2011), which 

secured the official position of Estonian, but only remotely addressed 

Estonian regional varieties by considering them a part of the generic Es-

tonian language (Meiorg 2012). While activists were lobbying for legisla-

tive change with a proposal to recognize South Estonian (incl. Võro) as a 

language in 2004 (Koreinik 2011), the legal status of regional varieties 

remained unchanged. One reason it was denied the status of a language 

was fear that the Võro Movement would go beyond the goal of linguistic 

emancipation, as ethnic activists were “challenging traditional concepts 

of the Estonian nation” (Jääts 2015: 243). 

In fact, the activists’ agenda did involve more than the standardi-

zation of Võro and extending its language domains (see below Eller & 

Kama 1988; Help 1990). Among the intellectuals of the regionalism 

movement, two types of claims prevailed (Kansui 1999). First, there were 

those who insisted the Võro people (= speakers) as a minority should 

show solidarity with other Finno-Ugric minorities, particularly in Russia. 

Their intention was to put the Võro language on an equal footing with 

Estonian by establishing a new orthography. However, their strategy 

seemed to be too radical for local people as the suggestions for the new 

standard (incl. orthography) were perceived inauthentic because it was a 

compromise above areal variation which did not always correspond to 

particular variants or idiolects. Moreover, the implementation of a new 

orthography also raised questions about the (legal) status of Võro. Also, 

the advocates of “subnationality” of Estonians and Võro as a regional lan-

guage wanted to intensify the feeling of local pride and targeted locals 

who “feel more Estonian than Estonians proper”. Neither claim included 

demands for either independence or autonomy; they can be character-

ized as “quiet” movements which lack the surge of popular interest 

(ibid.). Later, when examining Võro ethnic mobilization through the 

prism of ethnicity- and language-related questions in the 2011 census, 
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Jääts (2015) identified two different attitudes, conservative and liberal, 

among Võro speakers and speakers of other non-standard varieties. He 

labelled the former as parochial patriots who regard local speech as a 

dialect of Estonian; the latter were seen to be sympathetic to the aspira-

tion of ethnic movements and tend to be critical of the domination of an 

all-Estonian identity and the Standard Estonian language (ibid. 245–246). 

Nevertheless, the vitality of Võro seems to depend not on “histor-

ic-linguistic separatism” these days (cf. Ehala 2007), but rather on the 

trade-off between maximizing linguistic reach via learning global lan-

guages such as English and the intergenerational transmission of identity 

narratives via local languages such as Võro (cf. Weinstock 2014). 

5.1. The graphization debate in the late 1980s and 1990s: pro 
and contra phonetism 

Given the political nature of standardization, it can be expected that “re-

visions of existing orthographies or new competing orthographies are 

almost certain to lead to division within the community, even where the 

existing system(s) may be problematic” (Bradley 2010: 137). Metaphori-

cally described as Brownian motion (Tender & Kasak 1995; Tender et al. 

1996), where everyone used her/his own orthography, the cultivators of 

Võro orthography admitted having similar problems to other new stand-

ards (Kama 2005). While their main task was to “upgrade” a dialect to a 

language, a plethora of graphic representations appeared in the late 

1980s and early 1990s. Generally, the graphization debate was split be-

tween two camps: those for and against phonetism. Moreover, users of 

the standard were also imagined or discursively constructed as native 

speakers. 

For cultivating a (new) South Estonian orthography, Toomas 

Help, a linguist by training and proponent of phonetism, admitted that 

codifying a dialect is greatly different from a language. For him, a lan-

guage was an autonomous entity. To cultivate the Võro language as a full-

fledged language, he envisaged a bold project involving one-to-one 

graphic representation. Nevertheless, he admitted that people educated 

in Standard Estonian would cope better with text that complies with their 

acquired understanding of rules for writing (Help 1990: 62). Yet his own 

graphization choices included the innovative representation of affricates 
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(c, dz) and the glottal stop (q) (see Table 1). He also highlighted the iden-

tity aspects of a new orthography: the new orthography, free from inap-

propriate Estonianisms, might become a symbol to boost Võro speakers’ 

confidence. Archaic forms, rather than newer, sometimes contact-

induced forms, were meant to help construct a language. 

Unlike Help, language activists Kalle Eller and Kaido Kama (1988: 

1272–1274), used two traditional systems as their points of departure: 

earlier South Estonian (i.e., Tartu-based spelling system) and the (North) 

Estonian-Finnish orthographic traditions. According to them, the Modern 

Estonian standard, with its “dotted” letters (e.g., õ, ä, ö, ü) is more or less 

at the limit of tolerance for the Latin alphabet (Eller & Kama 1988). They 

were seconded by another man of letters, Ain Kaalep, who had endorsed 

similar ideas earlier by suggesting limiting the use of diacritics and com-

paring earlier graphization proposals to the Vietnamese orthographic 

system (Kaalep 1988: 52–53). These opponents of phonetism had ob-

served a tendency toward greater phonetic precision in graphization, 

seen as marking “the slightest phonetic difference” from North Estonian 

in the written use of South Estonian in the 20th century (Eller & Kama 

1988: 1272). They claimed an “elitist” orthography “supersaturated with 

almost phonetic transcriptions” would counteract massive literacy in 

South Estonian, as it would be rejected by potential users (ibid. 1274). 

However, potential users excluded North Estonians: Eller and Kama 

(1988) doubted whether any orthography could help non-native speak-

ers pronounce Võro correctly; meanwhile, South Estonian native speak-

ers pronounce things correctly anyway. By positioning/configuring the 

users, they ruled out the possibility of language transfer: Võro (orthogra-

phy) was mainly intended for fluent L1 speakers, but not for those who 

are willing to advance their language skills. 

Table 1 reviews different orthographies which have been pro-

posed. Two graphizations, one from 1904 and the Standard Estonian or-

thography, serve as the point of reference for the rest. There is an explicit 

dialectic toward less complex, but also less phonetic, orthographies. Ear-

lier orthographies, too radical and complex to find users outside the 

working group of linguists, formed the basis for follow-ups (Raag 2010). 

For example, Help’s orthography (1990), was first replaced by the Kuutsi 

(1992) system and then by a new spelling system (1995). Some graph-
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emes such as <c>, <z>, <x>, and <w>, considered foreign in the Standard 

Estonian alphabet, were gradually abandoned by the working group. 

Some others such as <y> and <q> were kept, mainly due to one-to-one 

phonetic correspondence, but also for technical reasons: with existing 

fonts and keyboard settings, the texts in Võro were easy to reproduce. 

For marking palatalization, no agreement was reached (Raag 2010: 141). 

While some still use <j> for palatalized consonants (Võro sjoo ‘that’)8, 

others write an apostrophe or an acute accent after the respective letter. 

Both the latter options split the written word, which eventually led to the 

development and introduction of a Võro font in 1999. The font exploits 

the classic typefaces Times New Roman and Arial and can be downloaded 

from the web. However, we have observed that it is not widely used be-

cause, to be effective, both the sending and the receiving end must have 

the font installed. Furthermore, it is not compatible with or supported by 

Unicode. 

  

 
8 <j> was first used to mark palatalization in Estonian by Johann Gutslaff in his 
“Observationes Grammaticae circa linguam Esthonicam“ (1648). 
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Despite all the differences in opinion within the circle of linguists and 

activists, a new spelling based on a compromise (1994/1995) reached 

wider readership via popular almanacs, school readers, and the first 

Võro-language periodical (print) media platform Uma Leht (est. 2000)  

(cf. Raag 2010: 143). 

5.2. The debate continues in the 21st century: the focus on the 
under- and overrepresentation of the glottal stop in print 
media 

The local bimonthly Uma Leht (UL, est. 2000) has become a popular Võro-

language news outlet, especially for older speakers who follow traditional 

paper media. It effectively tested the social acceptance of the new spelling 

(from 1995). The editorial decision of the newspaper at its founding was 

to use the new spelling, which differed from Standard Estonian orthogra-

phy in the use of the grapheme <q> to mark a glottal stop, <y> to mark a 

raised mid-vowel, and an apostrophe to mark palatalization9. Neverthe-

less, the editorial policy has always been to allow its authors the freedom 

to choose their preferred orthography. Yet again, in its first issue, the key 

graphization choices were identified in a column on ‘how to write’ (UL 

2000): 

/--/In fact, it is not as if all stories, tales, news, etc., get to be printed in 
the way God has guided the writer. The story may be in one’s own 
village language, but the language editor will put it into the new 
orthography. With this new spelling, wise linguists have worked it out 
and recommend using it. In the new spelling, a diagonal mark ` is used in 
palatalized words, q marks plural (pini mäe pääl (one dog), piniq mäe 
pääl (many dogs)). Moreover, q goes with the ending of some verb forms 
and some nouns. y is used instead of the Russian-like õ (syna, myni). The 
language editor will also correct those Estonian words that have entered 
the writing of a story or amend some more recent word forms and 
replace those with older ones. How does (s)he know which one is 
newer, which one is older? Well, (s)he has studied this at university and 
written all kinds of studies about it.10 

 
9 In Standard Estonian, q and y are used in unadjusted loanwords only and 
palatalization is not marked. 
10 In citations the English translation are ours. 
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This column illustrates explicitly how micro-level standardization works 

and where the authority of the (written) languages lies. Since the publica-

tion of this column, the UL readership has been polarized concerning 

orthography. In less than a year, the editor launched a small-scale poll 

about readers’ satisfaction which asked readers to rate the orthography 

on a three-item scale of difficult-medium-simple (UL 11/2001). Two is-

sues later, the results were summarized and published under the title “UL 

is not difficult to read” (UL 13/2001). However, in 2003, despite the 2001 

polling results and readers’ generally positive feedback, the orthography 

was further simplified by the removal of y and q. The reason for dropping 

those letters was that readers had actively voiced their disapproval. Since 

the beginning, the editor received phone calls and notes from (sometimes 

anonymous) readers who did not embrace the new orthography. Surpris-

ingly, the letter q seems to have survived beyond its journalistic applica-

tion: some readers are against it even today, long after it was abandoned 

by UL. For example, in an interview, the editor recalled a local man ap-

proaching him recently. After identifying himself as a frequent reader, the 

man admitted his disapproval of the use of q in UL (interview from May 

23, 2018). Similarly, Mets (2007) earlier observed generational polariza-

tion in contrast with generally positive attitudes towards Võro: 

The only negative aspect which was brought forth is language use in UL. 
As for the Võru orthography people said that it has improved, it does not 
include those peculiar letters, /--/ but as one middle-aged man 
admitted, what makes reading difficult is being unaccustomed to it (“no 
matter what they say about the orthography, the trouble lies not in it but 
rather in the fact that we simply are not used to reading in Võro”). 

In the early 2010s, a decision to dispense with the q was taken by the 

management of the VI. Since then, it has been not used in most texts ex-

cept language learning textbooks, children’s books and (academic) publi-

cations. In 2011, the group of linguists who had been working with the 

bilingual Võro-Estonian-Võro dictionaries and teaching materials re-

sponded to this decision by sending a note to the director and the aca-

demic council of the VI (unpublished appeal to the director and academic 

council of VI of July 9, 2011). In the note, they voiced disapproval of the 

decision to drop q from publications. They considered one-to-one repre-

sentation of the glottal stop to be symbolic to VI since its founding, as 
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well as being a part of the new orthography and emblematic to written 

Võro: 

This is an easy, clear, and visually easy-flowing way to write and read, 
learn, and teach the Võro language daily. Over time, this orthography 
has been evolving into an element of the tradition of the Võro language, 
literature, and language learning and one of the most important 
attributes of the Võro language and identity. All textbooks published by 
the Võro Institute and the teaching of the Võro language, culture, and 
literature in schools and the University (of Tartu) were in the new 
orthography. 

As a compromise, they recommended returning to the new orthography 

(1994/1995) at least in publications targeted at young readers, i.e., lan-

guage learners. Some language teachers have also argued for its usage by 

appealing to the specific needs of language learners. Nevertheless, the 

group of linguists acknowledged the reluctance of some speakers to use 

q, but drew parallels between the situation and the long period of ac-

commodation to the new Estonian orthography in the 19th century. A 

rather similar address was sent four years later (unpublished appeal to 

the director and academic council of the VI of March 4, 2015), when they 

again disagreed with the unilateral decision of the management to pro-

hibit the marking of glottal stops and the palatalization of consonants in 

the publications of the VI. They also considered it wrong to change 

spelling against the will of the authors. After the addresses, exceptions 

were made for some teaching materials, which keep using q for glottal 

stop and an apostrophe/acute accent for palatalization (interview dated 

October 5, 2017). For example, in the Estonian-Võro dictionary (2014), 

glottal stops are represented by a half-transparent superscript letter q. 

For marking palatalization, one of the informants regretted that an aster-

isk directing the reader to footnotes is attached to a word instead of “a 

forbidden tool” (i.e., an apostrophe). The footnote in turn would include a 

remark on pronunciation (interview dated May 23, 2018). Interestingly, 

the editor of the peer-reviewed academic series “Võro Instituudi 

Toimõndusõq” (“Publications of Võro Institute”) published by the VI, re-

tains q in journal submissions and abstracts. Together with the editorial 

decisions of UL, this choice demonstrates the language political agency of 

editors with respect to graphization and standardization in general. 
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5.3. Recent developments in social media 

The Internet has evolved into an essential platform for community build-

ing, also for speakers of minority languages, and the normalization of 

their language (Cunliffe 2007; Belmar & Glass 2019). Languages of all 

statuses are present in cyber space; speakers’ agency to participate in 

speech communities, regardless of their location or even language skills, 

has increased (Moriarty 2015; Ferré-Pavia et al. 2018). With speakers 

aiming at effective communication, hybrid language use is common in 

social media (for an overview see Belmar & Glass 2019). 

The Võro language is not an exception. On Facebook (FB), over 

11,000 people have joined an open group Võro kiil ‘Võro language’ (creat-

ed in September 2012) and have made it the main platform for discussing 

issues of the Võro language. Most members joined the group when the 

administrator, the linguist and language planner Sulev Iva, who is also the 

main contributor, started to post memes in Võro. The group brings to-

gether different people: there are linguists and language planners, lan-

guage activists, active users of Võro, but also new speakers and people 

who do not speak Võro but who are interested in the language. The me-

dium of communication is overwhelmingly Võro. In addition to memes 

and jokes, there are posts and discussions about the Võro language, its 

prestige, relationship to the linguistically similar but culturally distinct 

Seto, and the lexical and grammatical features of Võro. Among other top-

ics (e.g., vowel harmony), graphization has also received attention. Earli-

er (2019), when the group grew rapidly, the use and marking of glottal 

stop was often discussed. Now (2021), with the growth of the group hav-

ing slowed down, this topic only rarely comes up. For example, during the 

last year (July 2020 to July 2021) it came up only twice, and in neither 

case as a new post, but as the short comment about the use of grapheme 

<q> in members’ posts. At the same time, the marking of the glottal stop 

varies among the members who have posted or commented: some 

marked it by <q>, others by the apostrophe or left it unmarked. The 

marking of palatalization is similar: it is marked by acute, <j> behind the 

palatalized consonant, or not marked at all. Although the abundant mark-

ing of palatalization often prompts a discussion, the marking of palatali-

zation is mostly not the issue. 
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Whereas the marking of glottal stop and palatalization varies, the 

marking of raised [ɨ] is rather homogeneous: it is not marked by a sepa-

rate grapheme. However, lately (19 June 2021) one active user of the 

Võro language used the grapheme <y>, but as (s)he perceived it as unu-

sual, (s)he also commented its usage (“Although I know that there is no 

distinction made between “õ” and “y” nowadays, I would like to reflect 

my pronunciation”). 

Hence, the existence of different standards affects also the infor-

mal written use of language. Different users, e.g., L1 speakers, new speak-

ers, and people who have become familiar with or literate in the Võro 

standard in language courses, use and need different writing systems. 

The usage of different spellings does not have an adverse effect on com-

prehension. 

6. Discussion and concluding remarks 

Standardization is generally seen as a tool for revitalizing minoritized 

languages and is supposed to build a cohesive language community via 

the broader reach and higher prestige of written word. However, there 

are a number of linguistic and extralinguistic factors, including the exist-

ence of legacy orthographies and the orthographic conventions of domi-

nant languages, which affect a new standard (Jones & Mooney 2017). The 

acceptance of orthography is socially conditioned and often intersects 

with another language and identity: speakers want it to look distinct from 

other, dominant, neighbouring languages (Cahill 2011: 2). 

In the case of the new Võro orthography, the most important 

counterargument to one-to-one sound-spelling correspondence is the 

existence of Standard Estonian. Võro speakers are Estonian nationals 

who identify as Estonians and have been socialized into using the Estoni-

an Standard orthography. Based on our research, the “foreign” letters q 

and, to a lesser extent, y are seen as alien or inauthentic to both Estonian 

and Võro. However, some Võro teachers have indicated that the un-

derrepresentation of the glottal stop and palatalization can be problemat-

ic for language learners. Also for some activists, the graphic underrepre-

sentation of the glottal stop also compromises the learnability of Võro 

and further threatens its long-term vitality. Nevertheless, the glottal stop 
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is also an example of overrepresentation when used in its maximal occur-

rence; this can be useful for a new speaker and a beginning reader but 

challenging to a writer (cf. Cahill & Karan 2008: 8–9). Furthermore, an 

efficient orthography – linguistically sound, teachable, reproducible, and 

socially acceptable – facilitates transfer into other languages, especially 

into the national language (ibid.). In fact, the Võro Movement has been 

invited to reconsider its ideology and pursue a strategy of teaching Võro 

as a foreign language by one of the leading scholars of ethnolinguistic 

vitality (Ehala 2008). 

With the digital revolution, few technological limitations stand in 

the way of reproducing any signs. Fonts are available for using the most 

socially acceptable orthography (Cahill 2011). In the case of the new Võro 

orthography, from time to time, people who engage with text production 

have reported a problem with the representation of palatalization. In-

deed, it can demand additional time and energy at the print layout stage, 

as many uncommon fonts lack subsets incorporating Latin letters with an 

acute mark. For every character, an acute or an apostrophe must be ad-

justed manually. A Võro font based on Times New Roman has been de-

veloped for this reason, and it can be downloaded for free from the Inter-

net, but due to its incompatibility with the Unicode Standard its use re-

mains rather limited according to our observations. On the other hand, 

digital media such as social media have brought speakers with different 

backgrounds closer to representing the language they want to read and 

write. The use of different standards in social media causes neither in-

comprehensibility nor alienation. 

However, native speakers are idealized “as speakers of the most 

‘authentic’ form of language” in language revitalization contexts (Dorian 

1994: 50; cf. Davies 2003). In the case of Võro, language activists-

orthographers often target L1 speakers only, not foreseeing other poten-

tial users or other motivations for language transfer. With non-native 

speakers backgrounded, native speakers are imagined rather one-

dimensionally by ignoring their varying needs and orientations toward 

languages. For example, when the standardization of Võro started in the 

1990s, Võro speakers were typically imagined having been born with 

language skills and easily able to acquire new literacies; the learning po-

tential of non-native speakers was not foreseen. 
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During the last three decades of cultivating standard Võro, we ob-

served a dynamic from a “complex” to a “simple” orthography, or from 

over- to underrepresentation of Võro-specific sounds. There are at least 

three reasons behind this process. Until the early 1990s Võro was gener-

ally considered a dialect of Estonian. By graphization, which set Võro 

apart from Standard Estonian, its de facto language status became in-

creasingly recognized and there was further no need to emphasize its 

difference from Standard Estonian. Another reason for conforming to 

Standard Estonian may lie in activists’ changing agendas. With or without 

an established language status, progressing language shift makes activist 

/ language planners look for more resilient graphization solutions for 

users with varying skills and motivation. Finally, the virtual community 

of Võro speakers has played a major role in encouraging communication 

by bringing together different speaker types, language uses, and the un-

settled standard. 
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